1 Regulatory
Signs
31. Bicycles Only

38. Lane Designation
二 輪

軽車両

1 Designates a bicycle path or a dedicated road for bicycles.
2 Access by vehicles other than regular
bicycles and by pedestrians is prohibited.

Vehicles of the type(s) indicated on the
sign must travel in the lane indicated.

（325-2）

32. Bicycles and Pedestrians Only

（327）

39. Lane for Specific Types of Vehicles

1 Designates a dedicated road for bicycles and pedestrians, and that access
by other than regular bicycles and
pedestrians is prohibited.
2 Designates a pedestrian path where
access by regular bicycles is permitted.
3 Designates a sidewalk where access 40. Lane
by regular bicycles is permitted.
（325-3）

Large-size trucks, specified medium
trucks and special heavy equipment
must travel in the leftmost lane.
（327-2）

for Towing Vehicles on National
Expressway
Towing vehicles must travel in the lane
indicated by the sign.

33. Pedestrians Only

1 Designates a dedicated road for
pedestrians (a road provided for use
by pedestrians exclusively).
41. Exclusive Lane
2 Designates a pedestrian path.
（325-4）

34. Specially permitted vehicles only

専用

（327-3）

Indicates a lane reserved for the type of
vehicle indicated.

Indicates that the facility allows the vehicles shown on
the sign to stop here, with the permission of the relevant
road authority.

（327-4）

42. Exclusive Lane for Regular Bicycles
(City bus, chartered
bus, etc.）

(Taxi）

(Truck）

Indicates a lane reserved for regular
bicycles.

（325-5-A〜C）

35. Specially permitted vehicles only (combination)

（327-4-2）

Indicates that the facility allows the vehicles
shown on the sign to stop here, with the 43. Route Bus Priority Lane
permission of the relevant road authority.
Indicates a lane where route buses have
（325-6）
priority.
優先

36. One Way

Vehicles are not permitted to proceed in a direction opposite that
indicated by the arrow.

（327-5）

（326-A・B） 44. Designated Lane for Towing Vehicles on

Motorway

37. Bicycles One-Way
Bicycles are not permitted to proceed in a direction opposite that
indicated by the arrow.
（326-2-A・B）

●34

Towing vehicles must travel in the leftmost lane.
（327-6）

